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Implementation

We decided a keyboard was the 

best way to deploy the 

offensiveness checker, so that it is 

universal for all social media uses.

Application

The download of the keyboard 

itself comes with an application 

which has more information on 

the offensiveness checker, as well 

as instructions on how to set the 

keyboard as your default.

Keyboard

The keyboard was manually 

designed and fitted with the 

“check” button, so that once 

pressed, it will test the phrase you 

typed and repeat whether or not it 

may be offensive. As well, it has 

word completion capability, built 

using a corpus of the ~1 000 000 

most common English tri-grams1

(ex. She-ate-the), along with their 

rate of occurrence.

Classifiers

Choosing a Classifier

Classifiers are algorithms that are used in machine learning 

that distinguish what category a data-point belongs to. They 

can use vastly different methods, and so we tested the 

accuracy of various classifiers with our annotated data to 

determine which worked best for us. We split the previously 

made corpus into 66% for training and 33% for testing. 

Here are our accuracy results:
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Linear Regression

In the end, we chose linear regression. Here’s why:

• Simplicity of implementation

• Low storage cost

• Doesn’t overfit data too much

Linear regression works by plotting a linear function through 

our set of data-points to separate them. In this way, when a 

new data-point is introduced, we can predict what class 

value it is (offensive or non-offensive) based on what side of 

the line it falls on. Here is an example of a linear regression 

graph:

Introduction

Why is Offensive Language Detection 

Important?

In our day of increasingly electronic interaction 

and dependency, much of our communication 

has shifted from physical talking to messaging 

and posting online. Although there is a wide 

range of benefits in this, the anonymity provided 

leads to the troubling phenomenon of 

cyberbullying. 

Through our approach of detecting client-side 

offensive language, we hope to give an extra 

opportunity for the aggressor to rethink their 

actions.

Parsing

A Quick Word on Parsing

It is important to understand the basics of  

natural language parsing before we move on to 

other sections. To parse is to break up a phrase 

into its constituent parts (i.e. Nouns, Verbs etc.). 

In doing this, we are able to identify certain 

words and their impact on the offensiveness of 

the sentence.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Linear_regression.svg

Download link:

goo.gl/xxmQd7

Sentence

Noun Phrase Verb Phrase

Determiner Noun Verb Adjective

This Sentence Is Cool

Data

Data Acquisition and Preprocessing

• Original data is a 5513 line corpus of tweets2, annotated as 

positive, negative, neutral or irrelevant (other language). 

• Removed the irrelevant tweets, as well as all unnecessary 

data such as date. 

• Then, we classified positive and neutral tweets as non-

offensive, and negative tweets as offensive. 

Data Processing

For machine learning to work, we must put our data into 

features that the program can analyze. To do this, we used our 

parser and recorded 11 features for each phrase, such as:

• How many verbs in the sentence?

• How many negations in the sentence?

• What is the polarity of the sentence?

To find the polarity of the sentence, we use a similar method:

• Identify polar words in the phrase from a corpus of 2477 

positive or negative words3

• Hand annotated with values ranging from +5 (very positive) 

to -5 (very negative). 

• We also take into account negations (ex. Isn’t), that might 

reverse the polarity of a word, or intensifiers (ex. Very), 

which may multiply the polarity of a word.

With this in mind, we randomly selected an equal number of 

offensive and non-offensive tweets to be used in machine 

learning, to avoid class imbalance and overfitting data.

2 http://www.sananalytics.com/lab/twitter-sentiment/

3 http://www2.imm.dtu.dk/pubdb/views/publication_details.php?id=6010

1 http://www.ngrams.info/free.asp
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